
SSS ALERO AIR CARE  
METERED SYSTEMS 

Choose the Triple S Alero 3000 Air Care System when seeking odor control for 
spaces up to 6,000 cubic feet. These dispensers offer advanced programming and 
simplified installation combined with long lasting fragrances to create the ultimate 
metered air care solution.

SSS Alero 3000 Air Care Systems features include:
• Dispensers are simple to set up and maintain
• Patented automatic reset to programmed operation after replacing refill
• “Quick” button start option
• Refill test button to verify operation, with a 5 second countdown (press the enter button)
• Program verification
• Wide range of scents available
• All refills are VOC and CARB compliant
• Two-piece professional actuator to ensure optimum fragrance dispersal.

SSS Alero 3000 Metered Aerosols

Item # Fragrance (7 Oz. Refills) Case

64065 Amazing Apple 12/Cs

64066 Lavender Blossoms 12/Cs

64067 Linen Clean 12/Cs

64068  Twilight Sea 12/Cs

64069 Cool Citrus Mango 12/Cs

64070 Vibrant Vanilla 12/Cs

64071 SSS Alero ST 3000 Metered Dispenser 1/Cs

Amazing Apple - Your senses embark on an indulgent journey of taut 
apple, leading into spicy rich aromas of clove, cinnamon and nutmeg, 
with a touch of velvety vanilla. Intensity level: 4

Cool Citrus Mango - This fruity cocktail starts with a burst of citrus 
peel and juicy berries, opening the way to a lively lime with vanilla ice 
cream, and departing with a punch of peach and mango musk. 
Intensity level: 5

Lavender Blossoms - Revitalize and refresh the senses and watch the 
calming & vibrant nature of lavender and geranium form a tranquil setting. 
Intensity level: 4

Linen Clean - The freshness of this lively linen, breezes into any surrounding 
to produce a hit of clean linen, creating a relaxing and uplifting atmosphere. 
Intensity level: 3

Twilight Sea - Escape the everyday along the windswept shore with the 
aroma of sea salt filling the air around you, the freshness of crunchy sea salt 
is wrapped in oceanic and marine notes to transport you to the seashore. 
Intensity level: 3

Vibrant Vanilla - Creamy, delicate and smooth, this vanilla fragrance is an 
instant hit of indulgence. A bold and alluring blend of tropical coconut milk, 
snowdrop flowers and an aromatic, delicate vanilla bean fragrance. 
Intensity level: 4

Fully programmable dispenser

Up to 60 days of fragrance

Up to 6,000 cubic feet of fragrance coverage

V O C and CARB compliant refills

“Quick” button

Keep your facilities fresh 
and inviting while using the 
latest technology.

See Our New SSS Branded Scents
Intensity level: 5 = Strong / 1 = Subtle



SSS Alero PT Chameleon Solid Refills*

Item # Fragrance (7.7 Oz. Refills) Case

64047 Citrus Vibe 6/Cs

64049 Floral Fiesta 6/Cs

64050 Lemon & Linen Twist 6/Cs

64048 Mint Cool 6/Cs

64046 Summer Symphony 6/Cs

64054 SSS Alero PT Deluxe Dispenser 6/Cs

Citrus Vibe - This fruity cocktail starts with a burst of citrus peel and 
juicy berries, opening the way to a lively lime with vanilla ice cream, and 
departing with a punch of peach and mango musk. Intensity level: 5

Floral Fiesta - Your senses embark on an indulgent journey of taut 
apple, leading into spicy rich aromas of clove, cinnamon and nutmeg, 
with a touch of velvety vanilla. Intensity level: 4

Lemon & Linen Twist - Opening with a mixture of clove, jasmine and 
lemon peel, this floral blend blossoms into a wave of soapy, cool marine 
musk. Intensity level: 3

Mint Cool - Beginning with crisp cedar and pine, the fragrance evolves 
into a cooling herbal aroma, transforming into a sparkling blend of 
energizing wild mint and eucalyptus, with a touch of lemon spearmint. 
Intensity level: 5

Summer Symphony- A  heavenly mix of sweet and subtle. A fresh 
crush of cucumber leads into a calming melon, which drifts into an 
uplifting peach. Intensity level: 3

*SSS Alero PT Solid Refills available from RDC

Natural airflow & truly passive

Battery free

Up to 60 days of fragrance

Up to 6,000 cubic feet fragrance coverage

Fan free

VOC exempt & non-hazardous

No leaks, no liquids

Propellant free

Enjoy the ultimate 
fusion of fragrances 
with SSS Alero PT 
Chameleon refills. 

This product has qualified to use the Carbon 
Footprint Standard: CO2e Assessed Product for 
the SSS Alero PT Refills. The Carbon Footprint &     
Carbon Neutral Standard is recognition of the 
products commitment to carbon management.

SSS Alero PT Chameleon multi-phasing passive air freshener with sub-micron 
fragrance technology. Multiple fragrances from one air freshener. VOC exempt.

SSS Alero 3000 Air Care Systems features include:
• No leaks. Contains no liquids so refills won’t spill.
• Simple. Just two parts (dispenser and refill).
• Fragrances last up to 60 days. Compared to typically 30 days for an aerosol refill.
• Unaffected by climatic conditions.
• Requires no batteries.
• Fragrance coverage of up to 6,000 cubic feet.
• Universal fit. Designed to fit into most similar leading passive dispensers.
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Intensity level: 5 = Strong / 1 = Subtle


